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EMS backstage

Beyond the traditional EMS basic services 

– the three pillars of “development, produc-

tion and after-sales service” – there are a 

number of processes running in the back-

ground – backstage services – that must 

be performed and organised. Coordination 

of “who must deliver what?” between cus-

tomers and EMS partners is necessary and 

must be custom ordered. This helps avoid  

serious consequences arising from a lack of 

services or services that are asynchronously 

performed by both parties. Responsibility is 

controlled and assigned. However, product 

responsibility always resides with the IP owner. 

EMS SERVicES

Product life cycle

New product introduction

Materials management

Obsolescence management

Product changes (PcN)

Risk management

Product compliance

Data preparation

Functional safety

Validation and  
requalification
…

Development Production
of electronic 
assemblies, 

modules, devices  
and systems

After-sales 
service

 customer/client 

Supplier/Partner

interplay between basic services and additional  
backstage services from the EMS partner

backstage   BaSic
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Overview of Services

 

CUSTOMER

backstage
services

EMS

Additional 
services 

Production-related 
services 

Non- 
transferrable 

services

 
calculated 

basic services

Today’s modern EMS companies have typically 

evolved from contract manufacturers. These 

origins are reflected in the traditional cost-

ing methods used by EMS companies. Such  

methods include original services like  

development, manufacturing and after-sales 

support in different categories and are at the 

core of every calculation.

As they have evolved, EMS companies 

have taken over more and more tasks that 

developed around traditional services and 

that are not always immediately apparent 

(backstage services). These additional 

services include DfX, traceability, materials 

management, obsolescence management, 

product compliance, product changes, risk 

management etc., for example, and are not 

a part of services calculated via standard 

methods. They must be coordinated between 

the customer and the EMS partner prior to 

submitting a tender. It is important to define 

who is responsible for what, who will perform 

which service and who will bear the costs.

Moreover, there are other services that cannot 

be transferred to EMS companies, such as 

IP ownership, customer warranties etc. The 

customer is always responsible for providing 

these services.
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Established backstage Services

PLM – Product lifecycle management
• Products must receive specifi c support in every phase of the life cycle, starting with the 

concept phase.

• The EMS partner professionally executes processes such as materials management, tests, 

repairs, change and update services, obsolescence management logistics, redesign, long-

term storage etc., as specifi ed in the contract.

• PLM provides support for all product life cycles according to the individual situation and 

ensures availability and quality while reducing costs.

NPi – New product introduction
• Time-to-market leaves no room for trial and error. The fi rst development design must fi t.

• Alongside design, functionality and operability, the preliminary design must also con-

sider the circumstances of production, quality assurance, material supply and much more.

• Design for Excellence (DfX) is a toolbox that is used in a comprehensive way early on. 

DfX consolidates all of the specifi cations required to produce assemblies and systems in 

every phase of a project in order to serve the market with products that are both cost-

effective and of suffi cient quality.

Materials management
• Materials management plays a key role in electronics as the share of materials is gener-

ally signifi cantly higher than the value added.

• Materials management is more than just “purchasing”. From the selection of components 

to the logistics concept, we ensure optimum security of supply, quality and, not least, the 

lowest possible costs.

• As an expert partner, we take care of supplier selection and management for you.

• In the event of allocation or obsolescence, we help you fi nd the best possible solution for 

your product. 

Obsolescence management
• The market is forcing suppliers to provide more effi cient, easier-to-operate and afford-

able applications.

• This technological change means that product cycles are growing shorter and shorter. 

• For any number of reasons, what was the latest trend yesterday may either no longer be 

directly available or possibly even discontinued today. 

• Product material availability requires management.

• It is important for customers to contract EMS partners with obsolescence management 

services in order to ensure their products remain available long term.

Downloads:
http://www.zvei.org/services-in-ems

PLM* – Your electronics in safe hands

Factors influencing 
the Product Lifecycle Model

Norms, standards, laws

Service, 
Aftersales

End of life,  
discontinued components

Market changes

Global relocation, product transfer

Environment, milieu

Changes at the 
suppliers‘ end, 
of components

Permanent 
improvement  
of availability,  
price, quality

Product 
within the 

PLM

•  provide tailor-made services to suit the needs of their customers

•  ensure the competencies required to fulfill the services

•  are committed to quality and environment management

•  determine the desired results and performance indicators together with the customer

Members of the ZVEI initiative Services in EMS

ZVEI – German Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers‘ Association e. V.
PCB and Electronic Systems Division

Lyoner Straße 9, 60528 Frankfurt / Main, Germany

Contact 

Dr. Christoph Weiß
Fon +49 (0)69 6302-465, Fax +49 (0)69 6302-407, Mail pcb-es@zvei.org

Last update: 2011. A list of the companies currently participating in
the ZVEI initiative is provided on the internet under www.zvei.org/services-in-ems An initiative of the PCB and Electronic Systems Division within the ZVEI

PCB

An initiative of the PCB 
and Electronic Systems 
Division within ZVEI

A leap ahead

NPI – The Fast Way to the  
Series Product

ZVEI - German Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers‘ Association e. V.
PCB and Electronic Systems Division
Lyoner Straße 9 • 60528 Frankfurt am Main

Phone: +49 69 6302-437 • Fax: +49 69 6302-438
E-mail: pcb-es@zvei.org • www.zvei.org Co
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• Offer services tailored to customers’ 

 requirements.

• Have the expertise required to perform 

 the services.

• Are committed to quality and environment  

 management.

• Determine the desired results and 

 performance indicators together with the  

 customer. 

The following ZVEI members …

Materials Management
Reliable provisioning guaranteed

PCB and Electronic Systems Division

The companies represented in the ‚Services in EMS 

Initiative‘ offer a wide range of materials manage-

ment services that help enterprises master the com-

plexity of today’s electronic components and sys-

tems. Take advantage of all that your EMS provider 

has to offer in the area of materials management 

now!

: Component Selection

We make your purchasing activities economical and 

procurement processes complete to secure your 

supply chain and material quality for the long term 

– and you can always expect the best value for your 

money. Use our knowledge and expertise to your 

advantage: set your key components in the early 

stages of product development.

: Strategic Purchasing

We keep our eye on the market for you and spot all 

current price trends to provide you with the basis 

you need for economical purchasing. Our specialists

not only get you the best prices in all material 

groups for new cost estimates, they also generate 

added value throughout the entire product life cycle. 

  

: Procurement – Inventory Management – 

Materials Logistics

We steer and optimise your procurement processes. 

We ensure that your procurement requirements are 

met and utilise all price advantages for your pro-

ducts by bundling activities for various customers 

and/or by working with leading specialist distribu-

tors. Need-based supplier integration (e.g. kanban) 

and consumption control are just as important here 

as job-related procurement of high-grade A parts. 

This is how we optimise inventory management, 

supply security and logistics concepts.

: Supplier Selection – 

Quality Management

We fi nd and qualify suppliers to meet your unique 

needs by analysing them in detail. This process in-

cludes purchasing and quality audits, as well as re-

gular KPI-based supplier evaluations and progress 

reports. Quality assurance and supply agreements 

are key elements of contractual arrangements.

: Allocation Management – 

Obsolescence Management

We fi x most problems associated with supply shor-

tages in times of scarce production resources at 

our suppliers (allocation). If genuine parts are no 

longer available (obsolescence), we offer compre-

hensive support at an early stage when looking for 

alternatives or reengineering your electronic as-

semblies.

What We Offer

Customer
Currency 

Risk

Lead Time

Price

Reliable provisioning guaranteed!
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•	 offer	services	tailored	to	customers’	
	 requirements.

•	 have	the	expertise	required	to	perform	

	 the	services.

•	 are	committed	to	quality	and	environment		

	 management.

•	 determine	the	desired	results	and	

	 performance	indicators	together	with	

	 the	customer.

The following ZVEI members …

Obsolescence Management
The key to the long-term availability

of electronic systems

PCB	and	Electronic	Systems	Division

*	End	of	Life

Managing risks 

Levels of obsolescence management (OM)

Reactive OM: Proactive OM: Strategic OM: 

Taking	action	on	receiving	an	
EOL*	notifi	cation	

	Increased	risk

Taking	action	before	receiving	an	
EOL*	notifi	cation		
	Early	warning	

	More	time	to	respond	

Long-term	strategy:	
Regular	forecasting	and	cost	
analysis	across	entire	life	cycle	right	
from	the	developmental	stage
	

Preventative	action

Measures:  Measures:  Measures:

•	 Last	time	buy

•	 Long-term	storage

•	 Aftermarket	supply

•	 Redesign	

•	 …

•	Risk	assessment	of	components

•	Lifecycle	analysis	of	bill	of	
materials	already	in	the	
developmental	stage

•	Partnerships	and	contracts	with	
manufacturers	and	suppliers	

•	Electronic	monitoring	of	key	
components	

•	Regular	consultations	with	
customers		

•	…

+ Reactive OM

•	Second-source	strategy

•	Management	of	warehouse	stocks

•	Development	of	a	sustainable	
design	

•	Early	development	of	an	
alternative	design	

•	…

+ Reactive OM

+ Proactice OM

The selected EMS partner is able to satisfy 
the agreed OM requirements.

ZVEI	-	German	Electrical	and	Electronic	Manufacturers‘	Association	e.	V.
PCB	and	Electronic	Systems	Division
Lyoner	Strasse	9	•	60528	Frankfurt	am	Main	•	Germany

Phone:	+49	69	6302-437	•	Fax:	+49	69	6302-438
E-mail:	pcb-es@zvei.org	•	www.zvei.org
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backstage service

Product Change Notification (PCN)

Previously released information 
on this subject:
• ZVEI brochure: Obsolescence Manage-

ment – The key to long term availability 

of electronic systems

• ZVEI Product-process Change Notifica-

tion Guideline For Automotive Electronic 

Components

 

 

Product manufacturers use product change 

notifications (PCNs) to inform their custom-

ers of technical changes to a product. These 

changes can impact every aspect of production:  

Relocating production, converting production 

processes, changes in components or formulas,  

impending obsolescence.

2014

200

100

0

2015 2016

PcNs:
Rapidly increasing number:

Qualification of information:  
info only until redesign/replacement

Variety of forms:

Internet, phone, email, letter, 

data sheet, catalogue, ...

EMS partner services:

Evaluation, processing and channelling 
the data flow

Data preparation
challenges:   Quantity
  Complexity
  Time
  Format

Objective:   Standard format

PcN data management in the supply chain.

Supplier Supplier Supplier Supplier Supplier

PcN PcN PcN PcN

change  request change  request change  request change  request

The prerequisite for this is for the EMS partner to offer a multilevel service portfolio that builds on 
information and contractual agreements between the various agents for any services that extend 
beyond this.
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backstage service

Risk Management

Risk management controls the measures 

designed to avoid and reduce risks, 

such as 

• risks not identified by the customer

• foreign exchange risks

• supplier risks

• logistics risks 

 

New, unknown 
technologies

Currency fluctuations

Supplier delivery 
performance

Quality – price –  
delivery time

Obsolescence,  
allocation

coordination between 
electronics – mechanics

Agreement 
EMS 
and 

customer

Typical risks Controlled by

competent EMS partners

in-depth feasibility studies

Mutual agreement on 
securing exchange rate 

fluctuations

Supplier development, 
buffer strategy

LOi, customer forecasts

Second source –  
LOi, forecasts
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backstage service

Product compliance

• Product compliance means meeting all 

applicable legal and normative specifica-

tions so that a product can be marketed 

in a certain country or region.

• This generally impacts:

• Electromagnetic compatibility

• Product safety

• Ecology (energy consumption, material 

restrictions such as REACH, ROHS)

• Behaviour under certain environmental 

conditions (climate, mechanical and 

acoustical tests)

• Radio properties and/or wireless 

transmission (WiFi, Bluetooth)

• Proof of product compliance can be pro-

vided via standardised testing methods.

• Results are presented in reports.

• The reports can be used to obtain the 

necessary certificates or, as required in 

Europe, ensured by means of a “supplier 

self-declaration”.

• We recommend working with an ISO/IEC 

17025-certified or accredited laboratory 

for testing and reporting.

 

implementation example using substance compliance

Assignment/task Objective/result EMS customer

Legal requirements Relevant EU guidelines: REAcH, 
RoHS, ELV

Additional customer 
requirements

Conflict minerals

Prepare tender Encompassing the presentation 
of all compliance requirements 
and responsibilities and 
competencies including release 
procedures

Order

Product development and 
design

Appropriate ic selection and 
presentation in drawing set and 
bills of materials

Release

Process development and 
NPi

Appropriate control plan with 
monitoring and testing Release

Supplier qualification and 
monitoring

Agreement on information/
declaration of critical 
substances, PcN, supplier 
audits, certificates

Release

Logistics Purchasing with special order 
text, expanded incoming goods 
inspection, special material 
identification

Release

Production in accordance with control plan 
with material, process and 
validation data capturing

Order

QM Product and process audits, 
conformity declarations Order

Support Management of external tests 
and certifications, OM, PLM Order
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The challenge lies in the level of complex-

ity and the wide range of bills of materials 

(BOM). This requires dedicated and in-depth 

knowledge on the part of specialists who work 

for the EMS Partner. 

backstage service

Data Preparation

Enhancement of BOM with customer-specific 

information (incl. coordination with customer)

BOM as PDF

Obsolete/incomplete 

order identifications

Components not available (no 

alternative specified)

Discontinued 

components

Incomplete/no order 

identifications

Manual transfer of data

inspection of data

compatibility (pre)testing 
for alternative components

Resulting activities for EMS partner specialists:

Clarification with the 
customer

Manual research in the 
event of inconsistent data

Research of adequate 
alternative components

Clarification with  
supplier/manufacturer

Enrichment  
of information  
(as necessary)

Complexity

Ti
m

e 
ex

pe
nd

it
ur

e

The size of the bubble symbolises 
the level of complexity and time 
expenditure. It may vary from case 
to case.
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backstage service

Functional Safety

Often, within the scope of the services  

the EMS partner provides, the underlying 

service package may feature requirements 

that at first glance have little to do with the 

EMS world.

However, this changes quickly upon closer 

examination of the details – as is the case 

with safety-related issues in the automotive, 

medical engineering, aerospace and other 

business sectors. 

Unfortunately, these requirements are not 

explicitly tailored to our industry, which 

allows for interpretation on the one hand, 

but also transfers a responsibility that 

should not be underestimated.

This makes it imperative to ensure that all 

of the EMS partner’s processes feature the 

“interfaces” required in order to query the 

necessary requirements and define and 

finalise these across all of the processes.

It is not merely an objective; it is absolutely 

essential to present the corresponding 

proof at the end of the process and to pro-

vide this to the customer for further use or 

examination.

The number of tasks and the required sys-

tems no less represent commensurate value 

creation, even if only indirectly apparent – 

without it, however, compliant EMS service 

would not be possible.

iSO 26262/iATF 16949
Automotive

iEc 50156
Furnace systems

iEc 62061
Machines

EN 50129/iSO 22163
Rail

iEc 61513
Nuclear power plants

iEc 61511
Process industry

iEc 60601
Medical engineering

DO-178
Aerospace

Quality  
management  

systems

Functional safety standards
Derivatives of generic standards
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backstage service

Validation and Requalification

Task assignment:
A key feature of new product development 

is the ability to meet product specifications 

and applicable standards. Then proof of 

product compliance can be provided. Vali-

dation must cover the following aspects:

• Product functionality

• Product environmental influences

• Product lifetime

• Electromagnetic compatibility

In series production, the product quality is 

requalified using shortened test cycles that 

are performed annually. In the automotive 

industry, this is generally prescribed by the 

OEMs.

EMS partner services:
• Evaluation of general standards and 

customer specifications

• Creation of test specifications => cus-

tomer release required

• Provisioning of test equipment

• Performance of tests

• Analysis of results and preparation of 

test reports

• Performance of optimisations

Customer benefits:
Product development with integrated 

validation offers the following advantages:

• Shortened development lead times and 

thus faster time-to-market

• Fewer interfaces and risks

• More consistent product quality in series 

production

In series production, the EMS partner 

ensures that the products continuously meet 

the quality requirements and standards.

A contractually agreed scope of service 

is the prerequisite for successful project 

implementation.

Basic product validation principles and 

methods are presented in the ZVEI Robust-

ness Validation handbook:

https://www.zvei.org/en/subjects/mobility/

robustness-validation-general/                                                                                     

Handbook for 
Robustness Validation

of Automotive Electrical/ 
Electronic Modules

Electronic Components and Systems
(ECS) Division

https://www.zvei.org/en/subjects/mobility/robustness-validation-general/


ZVEI - German Electrical and Electronic
Manufacturers’ Association
Lyoner Strasse 9
60528 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Phone: +49 69 6302-0
Fax: +49 69 6302-317
E-mail: zvei@zvei.org
www.zvei.org

• Offer services tailored to customers’ 
requirements.

• Have the expertise required to per-
form the services.

• Are committed to quality and envi-
ronment management.

• Determine the desired results and 
performance indicators together 
with the customer.

The Following ZVEi Members ...
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